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Abstract
I draw people and paint things. Sometimes I paint people and draw things, but
mostly I draw people and paint things. I work from life. The process – painting or
drawing – is not mediated. That is the primary fact concerning the current work.
I see a mediator as anything forced in between a subject and myself.
Following that, the work doesn’t involve Internet searches or photography or
printing or projection or tracing or elaborate set ups or still lives or prep drawing
or under painting.
The current work is defined by the current context: a graduate school art
studio environment. An outcome – successful or not – is a result of a human
interaction. Lived and remembered. This takes the work in two directions.
Paintings involve a looking process drawn out over months. The details
layer with time and a painting gathers like dust. This needs constant engagement
with a very still object and results in an image of something in the studio. It’s
emotional.
Drawings are conversational. Graduate students can’t sit for too long and
the drawings are minimal. This is an opportunity to emphasize seeing, not the
outcome image. An immediate search for detail in a half-hour period as opposed to details building up in weeks. Details here are whatever visibly makes
a person who they are. I think about the difference between a genuine line and an
unnecessary one. A genuine one is sensed and the other is contrived. I don’t
know what that means.

I once couldn’t draw to save my life and the woman I love told me to feel the line.

I can’t feel the line.
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Shalom ‘99
It was late and the family was on a drive to Hebron from their home in Halhul three
miles north of the city. The father drove the sedan slow and steady on an empty road
and looked out at the butchers and thrift stores and smoke shops where he grew up.
The green rusted metal doors and old stone walls and weathered hand-painted signs
looked the same and that made him feel young.
The mother sat in the passenger seat with her hands clasped tight over her
purse and looked out the other way. She thought the family was out too late and was
too worried to take in the scene.
The drive was from the highest point in the country to the lowest and the
younger of the two little boys in the back didn’t know to tell the others he was carsick.
The other boy was a little older and didn’t care much about the stone walls or the city
or the drive. He quietly held on to a chocolate bar he had kept from his seventh
birthday a few nights ago and thought it was time to take it out of his jean pocket.
His mother never let him eat chocolate before dinner so he snuck his right hand
into his left pocket without moving his shoulders so no one up front would notice. The
ride was quiet and he knew the wrapper had a loud crinkle so he pulled gently along
its edge till it was out. The boy kept his head still as he rolled his eyes down and saw
the curvy white letters on the stained purple wrapper: CADBURY DAIRY MILK.
The boy had left the bar in his pocket too long and the wet chocolate spilled
over his hands and pants and car seat. The breaks whined as the seatbelt pulled his
chest tight and his hands clenched the rest of the chocolate out of the wrapper. The
boy looked up and saw the car was surrounded by heavy trucks with search lights and
armed men in pale green uniform.
He couldn’t see much outside but he knew it was the military when a soldier
directed “Mafi Shalom?” at his father. The boy looked at his little brother and saw a
dozen red dots floating around his collar and the frames of his glasses. He saw the
dots on the windshield and on his parents and he looked down and saw the dots were
on him too. The boy’s eyes turned to the chocolate bar. He looked at its purple wrapper till he couldn’t feel his body and at its curvy white letters till he couldn’t hear the
trucks or the men. He kept looking at it till the red dots disappeared.
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One
There was not much to think about. There were no persons and there was no
language. No past or future. Only now. Only food and rest and sex and death.
One walked across a hot and dry ground. The light was hard and the sky
was clear. The air was thick and made no sound. One moved on, looking ahead
and back. The sky met the ground all around and One knew that line was far.
One had been alone for long since seeing many die. One was born with
them and ate with them and slept with them and made more of them with them.
One did not think of them now or how they died. But One had seen death. One
had not eaten or rested in too long and knew it was coming now.
One’s knees were weak. One’s back curved and One’s hands shook. One’s
wrists were bent and One’s neck was stiff. One’s feet were bloody and One’s skin
was falling dry and One could no longer walk. One’s eyes were not strong now,
but One saw another ’s shape dark against the fiery sun.
Both stood still. One had not seen others in a long time and trembled
now. Out in the distant way, Two stared back. One knew that Two was not food
or shelter or sex. Two was strong and had many things. One’s left hand covered
One’s gaping right side. One was too weak to fight.
One looked at one’s shaking right hand. One saw the fingers curled and
crisp and cut and twisted and strange. One had nothing to fight with.
One saw death then and pushed all strength into the fingers. One began
to uncoil them and thrust the tips out until the skin on One’s palm stretched hard
and broke red. One’s fingers shivered and straightened until One saw the lines
and cuts and twists and scars open wide. One gave out with a groan and pushed
the open right hand up into the air and faced it out so that Two could see it.
Two had never seen a hand that way. Two saw that One had nothing to
fight with. Two felt’s two’s hard fist go loose. Two looked at Two’s free hand and
extended the fingers and faced the open hand out.
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